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Clerici Palace, The Tiepolo Gallery 

T
he prestigious Leopoldo Pirelli Room in

Clerici Palace, in Milan, will host on April

21st  2016, the awarding ceremony for the

International Prize “Tiepolo - Arte Milano”. The im-

portant prize will be given just to a selected group

of artists. In this occasion the artworks of the cho-

sen artists will be projected. 

In April 2016 number of the magazine “Art Inter-

national Contemporary Magazine” will be rea-

lized a rich introductive piece dedicated to the

Master Giambattista Tiepolo, followed by the pu-

blications dedicated to the valid contemporary ar-

tists we selected for the event. The awarding ce-

remony will occurr with famous personalities of

the world of culture  present. 

The International Award “Tiepolo - Arte Milano” is

an aspired award for the artistic career and it will

be yearly assigned to important representatives

of the world of art and culture. 

Moreover an elegnat catalog will be ditributed in

Italy to gallerists, collectors, art traders and it also

has a multimedia version availble that can be

consulted on the web platform “Calaméo”. 



Clerici Palace, 

Inner courtyard

C
lerici Palace, in Milan, is considered a kind of Versailles of the city, and

it has been buoght by Clerici Family during the second half of VII cen-

tury. It was beautyfied during the first years of VIII century and became

one of the most elegant private mansion of the Hapsburg reign and pride for

a Noble descent, that became the predominant one in the international politics

field. Today is one of the most amazing place in Milan, and inside it, it is pos-

sible to visit what in 1942 became the “Ispi” office (International Politics Stu-

dies Institute) and the Tiepolo Gallery.. Long and narrow, 22 m x 5 m, golden

and enriched by wooden curly decorations and tapestries, is covered by a fre-

sco vault roof representing the Course of Sun Chariot by Tiepolo. The repre-

sentation gallery is the result of harmony and balance between different art

styles: the painting of fresco vault, the silky art of tapestries and the cabinetry

of the wooden boiserie, finely carved and decorated. On April 21st  2016, the

awarded artists in Pirelli Room, will have the opportunity to visit the Tiepolo

Gallery. 



Josè Van Roy Dalì, 
painter and heir 

of Salvador and Gala, 

will be our special guest.

J
osè, the son of Salvador Dalì, excelled for

the originality of his art, and he always ho-

nored the responsibility his name entails.

He lives his genius in a very intimate way; his

huge generosity and his congeniality has no

borders; among his pupils, there are artists he

take care of since a long time. 



To all The admiTTed arTisTs

- Projection of one artwork and personal picture in occasion of the ceremony in Leopoldo 

Pirelli Room (Clerici Palace, Milan) on April 21st  2016.

- Publication of the admitted artwork and of a short biography into the official catalog of the 

event.

- Publication of another artwork into the half of a page inside the magazine “Art International 

Contemporary Magazine” with a short biography and personal datas.

- International Award “Tiepolo - Arte Milano” in a precious customized plate.

- Insertion of your name into the advertising pages dedicated to the event on magazines, 

posters, totems and invitations. 

- A copy of the official catalog and of the magazine “Art International Contemporary”.

- A visit to the Tiepolo Gallery of Clerici Palace. 

The magazine, published 

by EA Editore, will be 

distributed 

all over the world.



The catalog of the 

international award 

“Tiepolo - arte milano” will

be realized on the basis of

the finest typographic rules

and highest quality. 

To each artist will be 

dedicated a color page 

and 900 characters 

for biography. 

The volume will 

have a isBN code 

and it will be 

available in an on-line 

version for the rest 

of the world.  
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